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Selected Philosophical Classics
A cheap series of reprints of the great masterpieces of philosophy and
metaphysics, with portraits of philosophers, introductions, facsimiles of
original title pages, biographies, bibliographies, etc.
Descartes's

Method.

Discourse on

Authorised reprint of Veitch's translation.
With portrait of Descartes after the paintIndex, preface, and
ing of Franz Hals.
bibliography. Pages, 86, Paper, 25 cents
(is. 6d.).

Berkeley's Three Dialogues Between
Hylas and Philonous. Reprinted from
the editions of 1713 and 1734. With porPages,
trait of Berkeley by T. Cooke.
Paper, 25 cents

136.

"The gem

Descartes's Meditations, and Extracts
from the Principles of Philosophy.
Reprint of Veitch's translation. With
copies of the original title-pages of the
Latin and French editions, an introduction by Prof. Levy-Bruhl, bibliography,
Paper, 35 cents.
Pages, circa 200.
etc.
(Just published.)

Concerning the
Principles of Human Knowledge.

Berkeley's

Treatise

Reprinted from the editions of 1710 and
1734. With George Henry Lewes's Biography of Berkeley, and a critical presenFrontispiece,
tation of his philosophy.
Pages,
portrait of Berkeley by Smibert.
Paper, 25 cents (is. 6.).
150.
" I am delighted with your service to students of
philosophy in the publication of the Classics in Philosophy, such as the copy of Berkeley's Principles,
which I have just received. The print and the extremely low price at which the little books are sold
make them valuable to all students, and I am suie
that I speak for the teachers when I say that we are
very grateful to you. I hope that you may be able to
go on with your good work, and I shall certainly call
the attention of my students to your work every
."
James H. Tufts, Professor of Philosophy in
y ear
the University of Chicago.

(is. 6d.).

of British metaphysical literature."

Prof, A. Campbell Fraser.
'•
Berkeley is one of the most exquisite of all writers of English prose." Edmund Gosse.

Hume's Enquiry Concerning the
ciples of Morals.

PrinReprinted from the

With index
edition of 1777.
of Hume by Sir Joshua ReyPaper, 25 cents (is.
Pages, 169.

posthumous
and portrait
nolds.
6d.).

"Of

all

literary, ia

my writings, historical, philosophical, or
my opinion, incomparably the best."

David Hume.

Hume's Enquiry Concerning Human
Understanding. Reprinted from the
edition of 1777, with Hume's autobiography and a letter from Adam Smith, usually prefixed to the History of England.
Frontispiece, portrait of Hume by Ramsay. Pages, 201. Paper, 25 cents (is. 6d.).
"In these essays, which are inimitable masterpieces of acumen and clearness, modern philosophy
enters upon the path marked out by English empiriPhilosophy becomes here decidedly criticism.
To claim for Kant the sole
cal and positivistic.
.

.

.

.

.

.

of having founded criticism, is an error which
a closer study of British philosophy tends to refute."
Dr. Alfred Weber, " History of Philosophy."

honor

ANNOUNCEMENTS.
It is

the intention of the publishers to incorporate in this

the following type as

is

same

series as

many works

of

Leibnitz's Discourse on Metaphysics. (In preparaHomo and Proslogium. Descartes's Correspondence.

practicable

:

—

—
—

Anselm's Cur Deus
Malebranche's Recherche de la verite (Selections). Selections from Locke's Essay.
Fichte's Vocation of Man. Hegel's Propcedeutik and Phcenomenologie. Schopenhauer's Fourfold Root. Comte Selections.
" I am very heartily in sympathy with your aims in publishing the paper-bound reprints of the Philo-

tion.)

—

—

—

—

—

sophical Classics. The cheapness of the series brings it within the reach of the general, non-professional
reader; and the publication of the text alone, unencumbered with notes, suggests to the prospective reader
what is too often lost sight of,— that these essays and enquiries are books to be read as books, to be enjoyed
as literature, and not merely to be studied in the schools. I have myself had great pleasure in re-reading
the volumes as they have appeared."— E. B. Titchener, Sage Professor of Psychology and Director of the
Psychological Laboratory, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.
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WILLIAM McKINLEY.
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BY THE EDITOR.

MAN'S

worst

enemy is man. The greatest hindrances to the
human race are the errors, the passions, and

welfare of the

the evil intentions in the souls of those that are mentally or mor-

President McKinley has been assassinated in cold

ally diseased.

blood by the hand of a demented youth
sin does not hate the man, but the office.
sents social order, law, and government.
!

The

And why? The
The President

assas-

repre-

nation stands aghast at the crime, and the lover of liberty

at the problem of how to deal with those unruly elements who prefer the bullet to the ballot, who spread their doctrines not by argument but by sowing hatred and inciting to murder, and whose idea of progress is slaughter and destruction. How
liberty shall be benefited by the deed and how progress can be
promoted through the terrorism which the enemies of our social
order try to spread, is incomprehensible; but who can disentangle
is

perplexed

the twisted knots of the logic of a fanatic?

America

is

the land of liberty, but liberty

the restriction imposed
rights of others.

Laws

is

upon every one through

possible only by
a respect for the

are devised for no other purpose than to

We must grant that there are wrong
which do not serve this purpose, but the tendency of
our national development is toward progress on the lines of freedom, and there is reason to hope that bad laws will in time be abrogated.
Certainly there is no ground to denounce law itself beinsure the liberty of

all.

laws, laws

cause some laws are not right. The greatest hindrance to progress
is the false notion that one can kill ideas or abolish institutions by
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slaying their representatives.

has so

The

assassination of kings in Europe

only strengthened the reactionary powers, and the assassination of a president in America will certainly not weaken the
far

people's belief in our constitution.

William McKinley became conspicuous by his vigorous detariff, but he would never have risen into national
prominence had not the Democratic party raised the cry for free
silver,
a step that would have led to the deterioration of our
money standard. The people's enthusiasm for a high tariff is
gone, and Mr. McKinley would never have been elected upon his
favorite issue.
But when there was the choice between honest
money and repudiation, the people elected him by an overwhelming majority, in spite of his stand on the tariff.
In his administration President McKinley endeavored to do
his best.
It may be granted that he made mistakes, but he felt
the responsibility of his high office, and he grew with the expanse
of his duties. We must remember that new problems offered themselves with the conquest of new territories, and our administration
had to grope its way to find the proper solution. Whatever enemies Mr. McKinley may have had, partisan hatred, envy, and cavil
ceased at the bedside of the stricken man. Both the North and
the South, Republicans and Democrats, see in him the representative of the nation, and all unite in their admiration of his courageous behavior in the hour of trial and in the face of death.
The halo of martyrdom now surrounds his head, and history
will gladly and fully recognise the merits of his administration.
His memory will be kept sacred by the side of his predecessors
Abraham Lincoln and James A. Garfield.
fence of a high
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